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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Dedicted to the memory of our friend Domingo Herrero

Abstract. A general method of canonical decompositions of several operator-

valued functions (operators) is presented. A model of a family of doubly com-

muting quasinormal operators is constructed.

1. Introduction

The idea of decomposing an operator (a family of operators, an operator-

valued function) into parts, which are easier to investigate than the original

operator, is fundamental to the theory of operators.

The so-called canonical decomposition is one of many known kinds of de-

compositions. Wold [11], studying stationary stochastic processes, discovered

the decomposition of an isometry into the unitary and the completely nonuni-

tary parts, which has since been referred to as the Wold decomposition of an

isometry and is the first example of a canonical decomposition. A general theory

of canonical decompositions of a single operator (more generally, an operator-

valued function) with respect to a single property has been developed in [7].

Following Wold's idea, Slocinski [6] studied canonical decompositions of two

commuting isometries. Using in an essential manner the isometric-unitary prop-
erties, he established a criterion for "the best" analogue of the Wold decompo-
sition to exist and found an ingenious example of two commuting isometries

without such decomposition [6, Example 1].

In §2 we present a general method of constructing canonical decompositions

of several operator-valued functions (operators, in particular) with respect to

several properties, which, in order to make such decompositions possible, not

only should behave well themselves (as in [7]) but also should behave well with

respect to each other (Theorem 2.2). This multiple canonical decomposition

method is based on results of [7].

Canonical decompositions are often the first step in constructing models of
operators.   Of particular interest here is the model of a single quasinormal
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operator discovered by Brown in [2]. This model inspired §3, in which, using a

multiple canonical decomposition of a family of doubly commuting operators

(Corollary 2.8) together with Slocinski's complete analysis of doubly commuting

shifts [6], we establish a model of a family of doubly commuting quasinormal

operators.

B(H) stands for the algebra of all linear, bounded operators in a Hubert

space H. I denotes the identity operator. A projection is an operator E e

B(H) that satisfies E = E2 = E*. If & c B(H), then S" denotes the
commutant of 3* and W*(3") denotes the von Neumann algebra generated

by 3*. Two projections E, F in a von Neumann algebra !SK c B(H) are

equivalent with respect to ÍH if there is a partial isometry V e 9Î such that

V*V = E, VV* = F. A family (Tj)jeJ c B(H) is unitarily equivalent to
a family (Sj)jej c B(K), where K is a Hubert space, if there is a unitary
mapping <¡> : K -» H such that tj>Sj = Tj<j>, j £ J. N stands for the set of all
nonnegative integers.

2. Multiple canonical decompositions

First the terminology and necessary results will be recalled from [7].

Let Q be a set, let tp : fí -» B(H) be a function, and let (W) be a property
concerning tp. A projection E £ B(H) is called (W)-reducing for tp if

E £ tp(Q)' and the function u —► ç>(w)|£// has the property (IF). Denote by
3s the family of all (JF)-reducing projections for tp . A property (W) is called

hereditary if, for each E e 3s , for each projection F e ç?(n)', F < E implies

F £ 3°. Let ß e tp(Q)' be a projection, tp is called c.n. (IF) (completely
non-(W)) oa QH if the only subprojection of ß that (JF)-reduces tp is zero.

(2.1) Theorem (cf. [7, Proposition 1, Theorem 5]). // (W) is hereditary and

3° is strongly closed and satisfies the conditions

(a) if E,F £3°, EF = 0, then E + F e 3° , and
(b) if E £ 3° and F £ q>(£l)' is a projection equivalent to E with respect

to W*(tp(il))', then F £3°,

then P = sup3B exists, P is the largest (W)-reducing projection for tp, and P

belongs to the center of W*(tp(Q)). Moreover, tp is c.n.(W) on (I - P)H, and

the decomposition tp(u) = tp(u)\PH e ^(w)|(/-/>)// is unique.

The above decomposition is called the (W)-canonical decomposition of tp .

In what follows canonical decompositions will be constructed for an arbi-

trary number of functions and an arbitrary number of properties. The number

of functions does not need to equal the number of properties. To make the ex-

position clear, attention will be restricted to two functions and two properties.

Let £lj be a set, let tp¡ : Q, —> B(H) be a function, and let (W¡) be a property

concerning tpj ,j = 1,2. One shall say that tpx,tp2 have the (Wx, W2)-

canonical decomposition if there exist projections Ex, E2, Ei, F4 e B(H) such
that

(Cl) Ek£(tpx(nx)ötp2(n2))',k = l,... ,4;
(C2) E¡Ek = 0 if i ¿ k ;

(C3) I = El+E2 + E3 + E4 ;
(C4) Ex is a (!F,)-reducing projection for tpj , 7=1,2;
(C5) E2 isa (IFi)-reducing projection for tpx and tp2 isc.n^W^) on E2H ;
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(C6)   tpx isc.n.(lFi) on E^H and F3 isa (W^-reducing projection for tp2;

(C7)   tpj is c.a.(Wj) on EAH, j =1,2.

This notation will be preserved. The following theorem is the main result of
this section.

(2.2) Theorem. Let Í2, be a set, let tpj : £2, -+ B(H) be a function, and let
(Wj) be a hereditary property concerning q>¡ , j = 1,2. Suppose that there

exists the largest (Wj)-reducing projection P¡ for tpj and that P¡ is in the

center of W*(tp¡(Cíj)), j = 1,2. Then tpx, <p2 have the (Wx, W2)-canonical

decomposition if and only if P¡ e (tpx(£lx) U ̂ 2(^2))'. 7 = 1,2. In such a
case, Px = Ex+E2 , P2 = Ex + E3 , and Ex = PXP2 , E2 = PX(I - P2),
£3 = (/ - PX)P2, F4 = (/ - PX)(I - P2). The decomposition is unique.

Proof. Uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of Fi, P2 for tpx, tp2 , respec-

tively, by Theorem 2.1 and from the last four equalities. It should be mentioned

that hereditariness is the main property responsible for uniqueness (cf. [7, (A)]).

If PX,P2£ (Pi(£2i) U (p2(0.2))', then FiF2 = F2Fi, because Pj is in the center

of W*(tpj(Q.j)), j = 1,2. The last four equalities in the statement of the
theorem now define projections that satisfy (C1)-(C7).

Conversely, suppose that <px, tp2 have the (Wx, fF2)-canonical decomposi-

tion. Note that EkP¡ = PjEk , j = 1, 2, k = I, ... , 4. For, Pj e W*(tpj(Çlj))
and Ek e W*(<pj(Qj))' by (Cl). Since EX,E2 are ( Wx )-reducing projections

for tpx and Pi is the largest one with this property, Ex + E2 < Px. Now,

F1F3 < Px is a (IF))-reducing projection for tpx, because (Wx) is hereditary.

On the other hand, PXE^ < F3 and tpx is c.a.(Wx) on E^H. Hence PxE-¡ = 0.
In a similar manner one proves that PXE4 = 0. Thus, by (C3), Px < Ex +E2. An

analogous argument justifies that F2 = ^i+-^3- Hence Pj e (tpx(£lx) \Jtp2(Çl2))'

by (Cl).   D

(2.3) Corollary. Let Í2,, tp¡, (W¡), and P¡ be as in Theorem (2.2). Suppose
Pj £ W*(tpj(Çlj)), j= 1,2. If tpx(Çlx) c W*(tp2(Q2))', then tpx, tp2 have the
(Wx, W2)-canonical decomposition.

Proof. It is clear that W*(tpx(Çlx)) c W*(tp2(Çï2))'. Also, by the Double Com-
mutant Theorem W*(tp2(Çl2)) c W*(tpx(Çlx))'. Since F, e W*(tpj(Çïj)), one
concludes that F, e (W(tpx(Çlx)) U W*(tp2(Q.2)))', j = 1,2.  Use Theorem

(2.2).    D

For one function tp (= tpx = tp2) and several properties one immediately has

(2.4) Corollary. Let tp : Q -► B(H) be a function, and let (Wx), (W2) be
hereditary properties concerning tp. If there exists the largest (Wf)-reducing

projection P¡ for tp and Pj is in the center of W*(tp(il)), j = 1,2, then tp

has the (Wx, W2)-canonical decomposition.

Proof. Obvious by Theorem (2.2), because Px, P2£ tp(0)'.   G

In an even more particular case of <px = tp2 and (Wx) = (W2), the (Wx, W2)-

canonical decomposition of tpx, tp2 reduces to the (Wx)-canonical decomposi-
tion of tpx. It is known that the (IF)-canonical decomposition of tp sometimes

does not exist (cf., e.g., [9] for (W) = (symmetric commutant), [8]

for (W) = (antisymmetric)). Thus the (Wx, W2)-canonical decomposition of
tpx, tp2 may not exist either. An example of two functions (operators) for which
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the (W, !F)-canonical decomposition does not exist, where (W) = (unitary),

even though the individual (IF)-canonical decomposition (in this case, plainly,

the Wold decomposition of an isometry) exists for each function (operator),

can be found in [6, Example 1]. In this example the assumption F, e

(tp\(Çlx) U tp2(Çl2))', j = 1, 2, of Theorem (2.2) fails to be satisfied.
To explain how to use the above results for operators rather than operator-

valued functions, consider the following particular situation. Let TX,T2 e

B(H). Let Q be an arbitrary set, and let tp¡■■: Q -» B(H) be the constant func-

tion defined by <Pj(u) = T¡■, u e Q,, j = 1,2. The operators Tx, T2 will be
said to have the (Wx, W2)-canonical decomposition if the functions tpx, tp2 have

the (W\, !F2)-canonical decomposition. In this simpler case, often sufficient

and more convenient for applications to operators (e.g., in the next section),

Theorem (2.2) reads as follows:

(2.5) Corollary. Let Tj e B(H), and let (Wj) be a property concerning Tj ,
j = 1,2. Suppose there is the largest (Wj)-reducingprojection Pj for Tj and

Pj £ W*(Tj), j = 1,2. Then Tx, T2 have the (Wx, W2)-canonical decomposi-

tion if and only if P¡ e {Fi, T2}', j =1,2.

Operators TX,T2£ B(H) doubly commute if Tx e W*(T2)' or, equivalently,

W*(TX) c W*(T2)'. Corollary (2.3) interpreted for operators concerns exactly

this situation and reads

(2.6) Corollary. Let Tj, (Wj), and Pj be as in Corollary (2.5). Suppose Pj e
W*(Tj), j =1,2. If TX,T2 doubly commute, then Tx, T2 have the (Wx, W2)-
canonical decomposition.

The existence of the (Wx, W2) -canonical decomposition does not imply, how-

ever, that the operators doubly commute. Here is an example.

(2.7) Example. Take a nonunitary isometry V e B(H), Tx = T2 = V,

and (Wx) = (W2) = (unitary). Then the (Wx, W/2)-canonical decomposition of

Tx, T2 exists, and it is simply the Wold decomposition of V . All assumptions

of Corollary (2.5) are satisfied because the largest (unitarily)-reducing projec-

tion F for V belongs to W*(V) by Theorem (2.1) and, clearly, Px = P2 =
P £ {Tx, T2}'. Since V is not unitary, Tx, T2 do not doubly commute.

The interpretation of Corollary (2.4) for a single operator and several prop-

erties is left to the reader.

In general, to check whether there is the largest (IF)-reducing projection P

for T £ B(H) and F e W*(T), one uses Theorem (2.1). For example, if p is
a polynomial in two noncommuting variables and the property (W) is defined
by the condition p(S, S*) = 0 (or p(S, S*) > 0) for Hubert space operators

S, then the assumptions of Theorem (2.1) are satisfied, which can be deduced

from results of [7] (cf. [4]). In particular, let

p(S,S*) = S*S-SS*.

Then Corollary (2.6) implies the following result needed in the next section:

(2.8) Corollary. If TX,T2 £ B(H) doubly commute, then they have the (nor-
mal, normal fcanonical decomposition.
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3. A MODEL OF A FAMILY

OF DOUBLY COMMUTING QUASINORMAL OPERATORS

In this section we are going to construct a model of two doubly commuting

quasinormal operators. For the sake of clarity we restrict our attention to two

operators only. Our model, however, can be written up for any number of

doubly commuting quasinormal operators.

Recall that an operator T e B(H) is quasinormal if T commutes with T*T.

In the literature, for example [5, 10], jointly quasinormal families of operators

are also considered. A family ß of operators is called jointly quasinormal

if C commutes with D and D*D for all C and D in Q. A family of
quasinormal operators that doubly commute is a jointly quasinormal family
(cf. Lemma (3.3)). The opposite, however, fails, which can be seen considering

two commuting isometries that do not doubly commute.

Unfortunately, we are not able to present a model for every quasinormal

family, because our model relies on the canonical decomposition of families of

operators developed in §2. Namely, jointly quasinormal families need not have

(normal, normal,... )-canonical decomposition. To see this, consider Slocinski's

Example 1 in [6]. The two isometries in this example commute; thus, they are a

jointly quasinormal family, but they do not have the (normal, normal)-canonical

decomposition, (cf. remarks after Corollary (2.4)).

Let us consider quasinormal operators Tx, T2 e B(H) and assume that they
doubly commute. According to Corollary (2.8) they have the (normal, normal-

canonical decomposition. Therefore, in order to construct a model of these

operators it is enough to consider two cases:
Case 1.  Tx is a normal operator, and T2 is a c.n. normal operator.

Case 2. Both Tx and T2 are c.n. normal operators. Recall that an isom-
etry V £ B(H) is a shift (a c.n. unitary isometry) if VmM±V"M for m ^

n, m, n £ N, and H = 0„eN V"M, where M = (VH)1-. Throughout the

remainder of this paper I2 is the Hubert space of all square summable complex

sequences with the canonical base {eo,ex,e2,...}, and U+ is the unilateral
shift of multiplicity one in I2 .

Case 1.

(3.1) Proposition. Let Tx e B(H) be a c.n. normal, quasinormal operator,

and let T2 e B(H) be a normal operator commuting with Tx. Then there
exist a Hilbert space M, a positive operator Q e B(M) with kerß = {0},

and a normal operator N e B(M) commuting with Q such that the pair Tx,

T2 £ B(H) is unitarily equivalent to the pair U+®Q, I <g> N e B(l2 ® M).

Proof. Let Fi = VP be the polar decomposition of Tx . Since Fi is quasinor-

mal and c.n. normal, kerFi = {0}. Thus kerP = {0} and V is an isometry.

Moreover, F is a shift (cf. [2] or [3, Chapter II, proof of Theorem 3.2]). Let

M = (VH)-1. Since F is a shift, the mapping </>:/+ ® M ~* H defined by

«rHErtiENe" ® Xn) = E„eN V"x" ' xn £ M,n £N,is unitary. It is known that

tp(U+®I) = Vtp. Since Tx is quasinormal, P commutes with V, and thus M

reduces P. Let ß = P\M . One checks easily that <j>(I <g> Q) = Ptp. Until now
we have merely given a short proof of the main result of [2, Theorem 1]. For a
proof that does not use the tensor product language the reader may consult [3,

Chapter II, Theorem 3.2].
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Now let us turn to T2 which is a normal operator commuting with Fi . By

Fuglede's theorem T2 e W*(TX)'. It is known that

(3.2) Both factors in the polar decomposition of an operator belong to the von

Neumann algebra generated by that operator,

which, for the partial isometry factor, is a consequence of the Double Commu-

tant Theorem (cf., e.g., [1, Corollary, p. 7]). Hence F2 commutes with V and

V*, and thus M reduces T2. Let N = T2\M . Since T2 commutes also with

P, N commutes with ß. Also, ker ß = {0} , because kerP = {0} . Finally, if

x„ £ M, n £ N, then

¿(/®tf)(5>»®*») =<r\Y,en®Nxn\ =Y,VnNxn = T2YJVnxn

= Ti4> f Yle" ® Xn ) '

which proves that <f>(I ® N) = T2cp.   D

The next lemma, which will be needed in Case 2, is of interest on its own,

because it clarifies the distinction between doubly commuting quasinormal op-

erators and a jointly quasinormal family.

(3.3) Lemma. Let Tj = V¡P¡ be a polar decomposition, unique under the as-

sumption kerVj = ker Pj, of an operator Tj e B(H), j = 1,2. The following

conditions are equivalent.

(a) T\, T2 are quasinormal, and they doubly commute;

(b) Tx, T2 are jointly quasinormal, and VXV2 = V2VX;

(c) Vx, V2, Px, P2 commute each other, and Vx V2 = F2* Vx.

Proof, (b) & (c) in Lemma 3.9(b) of [10] (cf. also [5, proof of Theorem 4.5].
(c) => (a) is clear. Now we prove (a) =>• (c). V¡P¡ = P¡V¡ , because F, is

quasinormal, j= 1,2. Since Tx, T2 doubly commute, W*(TX) c W*(T2)'.

By (3.2) we conclude that Vx, V2, Px , P2 commute each other.

Moreover, VXV2*PXP2 = F1PiP2F2* = TXT* = T*TX = P2V*VXPX = V2*VXPXP2,

which proves that Vx V2*x = V2* Vxx if x £ (PXP2H)~ = the closure of PXP2H =

(ker PXP2)±.

Now we shall prove that VxV2*x = V2Vxx = 0 for x e kerPiP2. Since F,

is quasinormal, ker Tj = ker P; reduces F,, j = 1,2. Since Tx, T2 doubly

commute, kerP, reduces 71,/, j = 1,2. By (3.2) again, kerP, reduces

Vt,i, ; = 1,2.
Let x £ ker Pi = kerFi. Then Vxx = 0 and V2*x e ker Pi = kerF]. Thus

Vx V2*x = V2* Vxx = 0, i.e., Vx F2* = V2* Vx = 0 on ker Pi.
One proves similarly that V* V2 = V2 Vx* = 0 on ker P2 , which is equivalent

to K,*Fi = VXV2 = 0 on kerP2, because kerP2 reduces VX,V2. Since Px,

P2 are commuting positive operators, it follows from the spectral theorem that

kerPiP2 = (ker Pi + kerP2)_ , which completes the proof.   D

Case 2.   We begin our discussion of Case 2 with the following

(3.4) Proposition. Let VX,V2 e B(H) be shifts that doubly commute. Let
M = (VxH)±n(V2H)± . Then the pair Vx, V2 e B(H) is unitarily equivalent to
the pair U+®I®I , I®U+®I £ B(l2 ®12®M).
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Proof. Recall that the set {em ® en : m, n £ N} is an orthonormal base of

I2 ® I2 . It follows from Theorem 1 of [6] that Vxk V[ML V™ V2nM for (jfc, /) ¿
(m, n), k, I, m, n £N, and that H = ®OT „eN Vxm V2nM. Hence the mapping

y/ : /+ ® /+ ® M -» H defined by

¥ (    XI    *m®eii®*m»]=    S    FrF2"^m«, Xm„ £ M,
\m,n€N /       m,«€N

is unitary. Take xOT„ e M, m, n e N, and define ym„ = xm_iin if m > 0,

yon = 0, neN. Then

y/(U+®I®I) (J2 em®en® xmn) = w ÇY em+x ® <?„ ® jcw„)

= y (5Z^«+i ®^®ym+i,„J = y (5Z^m®e„®yw„J

= E Kv2nymn = Y F1m+iF5,yM+lilI = y vr+lv2nxmn

= V^Y V™V2nXmn = Vxy/^Yem®en®xmn) ,

which proves that y/(U+®I ® /) = Vxy/. In a similar manner one proves that

y/(I® U+ ® /) = V2y/, "shifting" the second index in xm„ and, at the end, using

again the assumption that Vx, V2 (doubly) commute,   a

(3.5) Proposition. Let TX,T2 e B(H) be c.n. normal, quasinormal opera-

tors that doubly commute. Then there exist a Hubert space M and positive,

commuting operators Qx, Q2 £ B(M) with kerß7 = {0}, j = 1,2, such

that the pair Tx, T2 e B(H) is unitarily equivalent to the pair U+ ® I ® Qx,

I ® U+ ® ß2 e B(l2 ®12®M).

Proof. Let Tj = VjPj be the polar decomposition of 7). Then kerP, = {0}
and Vj is a shift, 7 = 1,2 (cf. the beginning of the proof of Proposition (3.1)).

Since Tx, T2 doubly commute, the operators Px, P2 , Vx, V2 commute each

other (cf. Lemma (3.3)). Hence M = (VXH)L n (F2//)x reduces Pj. Let
Qj = Pj[M . Clearly, kerßy = {0}, j = 1,2, and ßi and ß2 commute. Now

apply Proposition (3.4) to Vx , V2 , which doubly commute, by Lemma (3.3).

Let y/ : I2 ® l\ ® M —> H be the unitary mapping defined in the proof of
Proposition (3.4). Take xmn £ M,  m, n e N. Then

y/(I®I® Qj) (JT em®e„® xm„) = y/ (Y em®en® QjXmn)

= Y Fr v2nQjXmn = Pj Y v™ v"Xm" = pjy {Y e»> ®e* ®*«») •

which proves that y/(I ® I ® Qj) = Pjip, j = 1,2.
This, together with Proposition (3.4), finishes the proof.   D

The final result summarizes all the above results and gives a complete model

of two doubly commuting quasinormal operators.

(3.6) Theorem. Let Tx and T2 be doubly commuting quasinormal operators.

Then the pair Tx, T2 is unitarily equivalent to the pair

mx © (/® nx) © (U+ ® P) e (U+ ® / ® ßi),

m2 © (u+ ® p2) © (/ ® N2) ®(i®u+® Q2),
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where

(a) Mx, M2, Nx, and N2 are normal operators,

(b) Pi, Pi, ßi, and Qi are positive operators with zero kernels,

(c) M\ and Mi ; Px and N2 ; Nx and P2 ; and Qx and Q2 commute.
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